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Motivation

Quantum Computers

... have and will continue to
outperform classical computers

... are a promising tool for solving
quantum many-body problems

Current Technology

... is Noisy Intermediate-Scale
Quantum (NISQ) technology

... requires error mitigation and
error correction techniques

J. Preskill, Quantum 2, 79 (2018)
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Errors on Quantum Computers

|0〉 U •

|0〉

Single-Qubit Gate Errors

... can be coherent or non-coherent (e.g. thermal relaxation)

... are typically small (0.1% � 0.3%)

Two-Qubit Gate Errors

... are similar to single-qubit gate errors (but more cross-talk)

... are larger (0.3% � 5%)

Measurement Errors

... are due to bit �ips during readout: 0→ 1 or 1→ 0

... can be much larger (1% � 30%)

S. S. Tannu, M. K. Qureshi, in proceedings of MICRO '52, New York, NY, USA, 279 (2019)
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Errors on Quantum Computers

|0〉 H •

|0〉

Noisy Quantum Circuit Preparing a Bell State |φ+〉

|0〉⊗|0〉 H−→ 1√
2

(|0〉+ |1〉)⊗|0〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉 ⊗ |0〉+ |1〉 ⊗ |0〉)

1√
2

(|0〉 ⊗ |0〉+ |1〉 ⊗ |0〉) CNOT−−−−→ 1√
2

(|0〉 ⊗ |0〉+ |1〉 ⊗ |1〉)

P(|0〉 ⊗ |0〉) measure−−−−−→ 1/2 and P(|1〉 ⊗ |1〉) measure−−−−−→ 1/2
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Mitigation of Gate Errors

Mitigation Through Extrapolation

General idea: add additional noise (such as CNOT2 ≈ 1) to
quantum circuit and extrapolate to zero-noise limit

Example: add r CNOT pairs to increase survival probability
of gauge-invariant solutions in SU(2) real-time evolution

Image credit:

N. Klco, M. J. Savage, J. R. Stryker, Phys. Rev. D 101, 074512 (2020)
N. Klco, M. J. Savage, Phys. Rev. A 102, 012612 (2020)
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Mitigation of Measurement Errors

Mitigation Through Inversion

Goal: reconstruct ideal result P from noisy result P̃ = ωP

Method: invert ω ≡ (pji )
2N−1
i ,j=0 and compute P = ω−1P̃

Usual implementation: prepare all 2N basis states |i〉 and
calibrate probabilities pji of measuring other basis states |j〉
Overhead costs: grow exponentially with number of qubits N

E.g., H. Abraham et al., Zenodo (2019).
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Mitigation of Measurement Errors

Our Work: Mitigation Through Bit-Flip Correction

Goal: computationally cheap measurement error mitigation

Method: replacement of ideal operators by random operators

Applicability: any operator, any realistic bit-�ip probability

Experiments: implementation on IBM quantum hardware

imbq_london

mean error
standard deviation

L. Funcke, et al., arXiv:2007.03663
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Mitigation of Measurement Errors

Simple Starting Example

Operator Z ≡ σZ and random state |ψ〉 = c1 |0〉+ c2 |1〉

Exact energy: EZ = 〈0| c∗1Zc1 |0〉+ 〈1| c∗2Zc2 |1〉

Outcome Measured Energy Probability

No bit �ips EZ = + |c1|2− |c2|2 (1− p)2

0→ 1, 1→ 1 E1 = − |c1|2− |c2|2 p(1− p)
0→ 0, 1→ 0 E2 = + |c1|2+ |c2|2 = −E1 (1− p)p
0→ 1, 1→ 0 E3 = − |c1|2+ |c2|2 = −EZ p2

Expectation E (with respect to p) of noisy energy ẼZ :
EẼZ = (1−p)2EZ +2p(1−p)(E1 + E2)+p2E3 = (1−2p)EZ

⇒ Reconstruction of exact energy: EZ = EẼZ/(1− 2p)
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Mitigation of Measurement Errors

Generalizing the Method to Multi-Qubit Operators

Operator Reconstructed Energy

Z EẼZ/(1− 2p)

Z1Z2 EẼZ1Z2/(1− 2p)2

Z1 · · ·ZQ EẼZ1···ZQ
/(1− 2p)Q

Benchmarking with Ising model, H = J
∑N

i=1 ZiZi+1 + h
∑N

i=1 Xi
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Mitigation of Measurement Errors

Generalizing the Method to Arbitrary Operators

Change of perspective: ˜〈ψ|O ˜|ψ〉 → 〈ψ| Õ |ψ〉

Construct random noisy operators incorporating bit-�ip noise

Example: Replacement of Z by Random Noisy Operator Z̃

Previously: noise-free O = Z and noisy measurement of ˜|ψ〉
Now: noisy Õ = Z̃ and noise-free measurement of |ψ〉

Outcome Random Operator Probability

No bit �ips Z̃ = Z (1− p)2

0→ 1, 1→ 1 Z̃ = −1 p(1− p)

0→ 0, 1→ 0 Z̃ = 1 (1− p)p

0→ 1, 1→ 0 Z̃ = −Z p2

⇒ EẼZ = 〈ψ| [(1− p)2Z + 2p(1− p)(1− 1) + p2(−Z )] |ψ〉
= (1− 2p) 〈ψ|Z |ψ〉 = (1− 2p)EZ , same as before!
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Mitigation of Measurement Errors

Generalizing the Method to Arbitrary Bit-Flip Probabilities pq,0/1
General formula for noisy expectations of operators:

E
(
ÕQ · · · Õ1

)
=

∑
O∈{1,Z}⊗Q

Γ(OQ |ÕQ)OQ · · · Γ(O1|Õ1)O1

where

Γ(Oq|Õq) =


1− pq,0 − pq,1 for Õq = Z̃q ∧ Oq = Zq

pq,1 − pq,0 for Õq = Z̃q ∧ Oq = 1q

1 for Oq = 1q ∧ Õq = 1̃q

0 for Oq = Zq ∧ Õq = 1̃q

Recovery of true, noise-free expectation value:

〈ψ|O |ψ〉 =
∑

Õ∈{1,Z}⊗Q

ω−1
O,Õ

E 〈ψ| Õ |ψ〉

Matrix ω =
∏Q

q=1 Γ(Oq|Õq) invertible if pq,0 + pq,1 6= 1
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Mitigation of Measurement Errors

Benchmark for Experiments: Mitigation Method for Z2Z1

Calibrate bit-�ip probabilities and measure expectations:

Z2Z1 =
1

γ(Z2)γ(Z1)
E
(
Z̃2Z̃1

)
− γ(11)

γ(Z2)γ(Z1)
E
(
Z̃2

)
11

− γ(12)

γ(Z2)γ(Z1)
12E

(
Z̃1

)
+
γ(12)γ(11)

γ(Z2)γ(Z1)
1211

Replace ZQ · · ·Z1 by 2
Q operators, where γ(Oq) = Γ(Oq|Z̃q)

Note that E
(
Z̃Q · · · Z̃1

)
= EZ̃Q · · ·EZ̃1

Physically relevant cases: overhead cost is polynomial in N

For n-local Hamiltonians, cost is ≤
(N
n

)
2n = O(Nn)

For Ising/Heisenberg/Schwinger models, cost is O(N)
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Mitigation of Measurement Errors

Theory Summary

Measurement errors can be mitigated for

arbitrary operators

arbitrary number of qubits

reasonable bit-�ip probabilities pq,0 + pq,1 6= 1

Theory Outlook

Mitigation scheme can be extended to

multi-qubit correlations: calibrate multi-qubit bit-�ips

pre-processing: use bit-�ip corrected operators for VQE, ...

relaxation errors: |1〉 → |0〉 yields Z̃ = p(t)Z + [1− p(t)]1

with p(t) = exp
(
− t

T1

)
. Correction: Z = 1

p(t) Z̃ −
1−p(t)
p(t) 1
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Mitigation of Measurement Errors

Experimental Tests

Target quantity: | 〈ψ|O |ψ〉measured − 〈ψ|O |ψ〉exact |

Noise-free or perfectly mitigated case: power-law decay of
mean error and std. with number s of measurements

mean error
standard deviation

∝ s−1/2

1050 repetitions
s = 10000
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Implementation on Classical Simulator of IBM Quantum Hardware
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O(10%) error reduced to < 1% with mitigation procedure
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Mitigation of Measurement Errors

Experimental Results from IBM Quantum Hardware

Success of error mitigation is strongly device dependent

Best case: reduction of error by one order of magnitude

imbq_london imbq_burlington
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standard deviation
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standard deviation
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Mitigation of measurement errors for arbitrary operators,
any number of qubits, and any realistic bit-�ip probability

... by up to one order of magnitude on quantum hardware

Outlook

Large devices: polynomial overhead costs for local Hamiltonians

Various platforms: superconducting qubits, trapped ions, ...

Extensions: multi-qubit correlations, relaxation errors, ...

Pre-processing: use bit-�ip corrected operators for VQE, ...
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Appendix: Hamiltonian Decomposition

Pauli Strings of Generic Hamiltonian

H =
∑

k hkU
∗
kOkUk with U∗kOkUk ∈ {1,X ,Y ,Z}⊗N

No direct measurement of 〈ψ|H |ψ〉 possible in Z basis

Instead measure 〈ψ|Ok |ψ〉 with Ok ∈ {1,Z}⊗N

Measurement of Bit-String Distributions

Apply post-rotation Uk to |ψ〉, measure bit-string distribution

Correlate each term Ok against measured distribution

Example: HIsing = HZZ +HX = J
∑N

i=1 ZiZi+1 + h
∑N

i=1 Xi

Measure HZZ with bit-string distribution of |ψ〉
Measure HX with bit-string distribution of H⊗N |ψ〉
⇒ Speedup: all ZZ and all X terms measured simultaneously



Appendix: Measurements on Quantum Computers

General Setting

Quantum device: prepares pure state |ψ〉, e.g.:

|0〉 Rx(θ0) • X •

|0〉 Rz(θ1) •

|0〉

�Computational basis�: formed by eigenstates of Z operator
if qubits are encoded into spins of ions, atoms, or electrons

Measurement: in computational basis {|0〉 , |1〉}⊗N :

|ψ〉 =
2N−1∑
i=0

ci |binary(i)〉

⇒ record bit string |binary(i)〉 with probability |ci |2
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Appendix: Measurements on Quantum Computers

Measuring Observables

Goal: compute 〈ψ|O|ψ〉 given an arbitrary operator O

Setting: measure |ψ〉 in computational Z -basis {|0〉 , |1〉}⊗N
Trick: diagonalize operator O with �post-rotation� matrix U:

〈ψ|O|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|U†UOU†U|ψ〉 =
〈
ψ′
∣∣UOU†∣∣ψ′〉 =

〈
ψ′
∣∣D∣∣ψ′〉

Method: prepare |ψ′〉, measure probability distribution |c ′i |2:

∣∣ψ′〉 =
2N−1∑
i=0

c ′i |binary(i)〉 ⇒ 〈ψ|O|ψ〉 =
2N−1∑
i=0

|c ′i |2λi

Known eigenvalues: D = UOU† = diag(λ0, . . . , λ2N−1)
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Appendix: Measurements on Quantum Computers

Example for Noiseless Measurement

Observable O = X and state |ψ〉 = Ry (π/4) |0〉,

D = UOU† = Z =
1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
X

1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
= HXH

Circuit to prepare and measure |ψ′〉 = U|ψ〉 = HRy (π/4) |0〉
|0〉 Ry (π/4) H

Measurement results:

|0〉 |1〉0.0
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Appendix: Measurements on Quantum Computers

Example for Noiseless Measurement

Sample from probability distribution ⇒ �number of shots� s

Repeat measurement (for �xed s) many times ⇒ histogram
Mean and standard deviation of the error

|〈ψ|O |ψ〉measured − 〈ψ|O |ψ〉exact|
both decay as a power law in s
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Repeat measurement (for �xed s) many times ⇒ histogram
Mean and standard deviation of the error

|〈ψ|O |ψ〉measured − 〈ψ|O |ψ〉exact|
both decay as a power law in s
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Appendix: Details of Measurement Process

Quantum circuit for N = 2 with θ0, . . . , θ3 ∈ [0, 2π]:

|0〉 Rx(θ0) Rz(θ1) •

|0〉 Rx(θ2) Rz(θ3)

c

Calibration of bit-�ip probabilities: p0,0 (blue triangles), p0,1
(orange dots), p1,0 (green squares), p1,1 (red diamonds):

(a) classical simulation of ibmq_london with readout error,
(b) same with full noise, (c) real data obtained on hardware



Appendix: Monte-Carlo Type Convergence

Exponents α from �tting f (s) = Cs−α to classical simulation
data for | 〈ψ|Z2 ⊗ Z1 |ψ〉noisy − 〈ψ|Z2 ⊗ Z1 |ψ〉 |:

readout error �rst 4 points full range

ibmq_london 0.492 0.501
ibmq_burlington 0.522 0.503

full noise �rst 4 points full range

ibmq_london 0.446 0.238
ibmq_burlington 0.492 0.383

Same for quantum hardware:

device name �rst 4 points full range

ibmq_london 0.478 0.390
ibmq_burlington 0.105 0.047



Appendix: No-Cloning Theorem

Why can't we copy quantum states?

Classically: we can arbitrarily copy bits

Quantum version: we want a unitary Uc which allows for

|ψ〉
Uc

|ψ〉
|r〉 |ψ〉

In particular, we have to be able to copy basis states

Uc |0〉 ⊗ |r〉 → |0〉 ⊗ |0〉 , Uc |1〉 ⊗ |r〉 → |1〉 ⊗ |1〉

Using |ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉, we �nd that a quantum state
cannot be copied with perfect �delity:

Uc |ψ〉 ⊗ |r〉 = Uc

(
α |0〉+ β |1〉

)
⊗ |r〉

= Uc

(
α |0〉 ⊗ |r〉+ β |1〉 ⊗ |r〉

)
= α |0〉 ⊗ |0〉+ β |1〉 ⊗ |1〉
6= |ψ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉



Appendix: Quantum Error Correction

Classical Error Correction

Repetition code: store information multiple times

Error correction: if copies disagree, just take a majority vote

Example: copy a bit three times, later �nd a noisy state 011

Most likely true state: 111 if errors are small & independent

Quantum Error Correction

No-cloning theorem: cannot copy quantum information!

Way out: spread information of one (logical) qubit onto
highly entangled state of several (physical) qubits

Quantum Hamming bound: arbitrary error correction for a
single qubit requires at least 5 physical qubits



Appendix: Quantum Error Correction

Example: Three-Qubit Bit-Flip Code

Method: quantum entanglement & syndrome measurements

Goal: transmit state of |ψ〉 through noisy quantum channel E
Error: channel E �ips state of qubit with probability p

Result for general input ρ: E(ρ) = (1− p)ρ+ p XρX

Quantum Entanglement

Mapping: |0〉 → |0L〉 ≡ |000〉 and |1〉 → |1L〉 ≡ |111〉
Input state: |ψ〉 encoded into |ψ′〉 = α0|000〉+ α1|111〉
Realization: e.g., using two CNOT gates, entangling the
system with two ancillary qubits initialized in state |0〉



Appendix: Quantum Error Correction

Syndrome Measurements

Assumption: p is small ⇒ only single bit �ips

Goal: reveal which qubits are di�erent from which others,
without giving information about state of qubits themselves

Method: perform syndrome measurements:

P0 = |000〉〈000|+ |111〉〈111|,
P1 = |100〉〈100|+ |011〉〈011|,
P2 = |010〉〈010|+ |101〉〈101|,
P3 = |001〉〈001|+ |110〉〈110|.

Implementation: e.g., �rst measure Z1Z2 and then Z2Z3

Correction: apply X gate to i-th qubit if outcome Pi

⇒ Mapping: Ecorr(ρ) = P0ρP0 +
3∑

i=1

XiPiρPiXi



Appendix: Quantum Threshold Theorem

�The entire content of the Threshold Theorem is that you're
correcting errors faster than they're created.�

Scott Aaronson

Theorem vs. Practice

It is possible to perform an arbitrarily long and accurate

quantum computation, provided the error rate per physical
gate or time step is below some constant threshold ∼ 1%

⇒ Quantum computers can be made fault-tolerant

For a 0.1% depolarizing error probability, error correction
requires ∼ 1,000-10,000 physical qubits per logical qubit

⇒ Still a long way to go...

S. Aaronson, PHYS771 Lecture 14, https://www.scottaaronson.com/democritus/lec14.html
E. T. Campbell, B. M. Terhal, C. Vuillot, Nature 549, 172 (2017)
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